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ABSTRACT 
WARNING DO NOT RISK THE 

MONEY YOU CAN NOT 

AFFORD TO LOSE HENCE 

BINARY TRADING INVOLVES 

HIGH RISK OF CAPITAL. DOING 

SO YOU MIGHT EVEN LOSE ALL 

YOUR INITIAL INVESTED 

CAPITAL. THIS IS A GUIDE ON 

HOW TO USE TICKS PROFIT 

HUNTER BOT. First, Download 

Ticks Profit Hunter Bot File from 

Telegram Channel then Copy the 

file from your Mobile Phone to 

PC. 
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Disclaimer 

Trading is a high level of risk, and may not be suitable for 

everyone. 

Past performance is not indicative of future results. The high 

degree of leverage can work for you as well as against you. 

Before trading you should carefully consider your personal venture 

objectives, level of experience, and risk appetite. 

The possibility exists that you could sustain a loss of some or all 

of your initial deposit and therefore you should not place funds 

that you cannot afford to lose. 

You should be aware of all the risks associated with trading, and 

seek advice from an independent financial advisor if you have any 

doubts. 

The information contained in this book does not constitute 

financial advice or a solicitation to buy or sell any forex 

contract of any type. 

Master T will not accept liability for any loss or damage, 

including without limitation any loss of profit, which may arise 

directly or indirectly from use of or reliance on such information. 
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WHO DEVELOPED THIS BINARY ROBOT? 

This Robot was invented by my mentor, Classic Forex Trader. Classic 

Forex Trader is a Forex Trader residing in South Africa. Visiting 

his You Tube channel, following him on Instagram, and et cetera 

will make you discover that Classic Forex Trader is not just a 

trader, he is a PROFITABLE trader, a great mentor to have! 

The bot price was around $25 or R400 around the beginning of July 

2020, unless you have bought the Fresh Sanitised Binary Bot, you 

would get the Tick Hunter Bot for free as they are related . We 

have seen the bot doubling, tripling, quadrupling accounts in less 

than an hour on Binary, never sawn it blowing accounts and Classic 

Forex Trader ensures that it will never blow an account. 

Classic Forex Trader also said that the Tick Hunter Bot is much 

better and more profiting than it old sister Fresh Sanitised Binary 

Bot. Their DNA or purpose or what they are born/made for is to grow 

accounts, not ‘Blow Accounts’. 

 

FEATURES OF THE ROBOT 

 It doubles, triples, quadruples accounts in Minutes 

 It is easy to load 

 It works both on Computer. 

 It has a built in Recovery Loss for any losses 

 It detects your account balance and place trades according 

to your account balance. 

 Hence, you are highly advised to have a minimum of $500 

dollars on your trading account. Where will I get that 

amount of money? The answer if ‘Fresh Sanitised Binary Bot’. 

 It works for bigger accounts, it means if you are using a 

smaller account of $100>, it will not work. 

 Analyse for you and place trades for you. 

 It has an automated TP 

 It will sometimes stop, take a break 

 As the older sister, Fresh Sanitised Binary Bot, Tick Hunter 

Bot has been sanitised in such a way that it is not affected 

or infected by CORONAVIRUS and it is also immune to losses. 

 

  



How to copy file from mobile phone to PC? 

1. Download Ticks Profit Hunter Bot File from Telegram Channel 
2. Copy the file from your Mobile Phone to PC... 

a. Open File Manager/ My File/File Explorer 
b. Go to Telegram file 
c. Open telegram documents 
d. Now you can see the file it has .xml 

 

How to run the bot on your PC or mobile? 

 

Ticks Profit Hunter Bot can be used very easy. 

1. Go to bot.binary.com on your mobile or PC then login with 
existing details 

2. Click on Load the bot now you can look for your Ticks Profit 
Hunter Bot file from your PC or MOBILE STORAGE click on it. 

3. Automatically it will be loaded. 
4. Then you can now run the bot. 

 

Advantages of Ticks Profit Hunter Bot 

1. You can make a lot of money quickly but it Depends on Your 
Invested Amount. 

2. Ticks Profit Hunter Bot is automated Bot this means you can 
easily run it no analysis needed than manual trading which 

require a lot of time. 

3. Even non experienced traders can also make Money from the 
market with it. 

4. You don’t have to monitor your trades like manual trading you 
can run the bot while busy with other things. 

 

Disadvantages of Ticks Profit Hunter Bot 

1. The Profit Return Per trade is LOW you earn 10% per trade, if 
you risk $10 per trade you get $1, then if you risk $100 you 

get $10  

2. The bot gives you more wins than loses that is the reason why 
it gives small profit. 

3. You can lose lot of money with it. 
4. Remember the bot gives 10% profit return which means if you 

risk $10 for 6 times you make $6. 

5. But here is the problem; Let’s say you risk $1000 8 times and 
you made profit of $800 with the bot, what if you lose the 9th 

trade? This means you LOST $1000 for getting $100.  

6. Keep in mind the LOWER the RISK the LOWER the REWARD, the 
HIGHER the RISK the HIGHER the REWARD. 

 

bot.binary.com


Ticks Profit Hunter Bot Accuracy 

1. The bot is 90% accurate based on previous performances, this 
means that the bot can win 90 times and lose 10 times in 100 

trades, and it can win 900 times and lose 100 times in 1000 

trades. 

2. So far the maximum number of loses are 2 in a row. 

 

HOW DOES THE BOT RECOVER THE LOSES? 

ADVANTAGES OF AUTOMATED LOSS RECOVERY 

 The Bot use Mari angle to recover the loss since the bot earn 

10% profit, if you risk $10 per trade and lose it then the bot 

will risk $100 just to cover the $10 that is has lost. 

 It is safe to use Mari angle on the bot because if its 90% 

accurate it’s not easy to lose the $10 and lose $100 in a row. 

 But anything is possible as this is financial market you 

cannot predict the outcomes of future results. 

 

Disadvantages of Automated Loss Recovery 

 What if the bot risk $10 then lose it? then the next trade it 

risks $100 to cover the $10 then 

 lose it also? because it can make 2 loses in a row so far it 

means it lost $110. 

 How can it recover the $110? it means the 3rd time the bot 

should risk over $1000 to recover the losses. 

 This means we are putting a lot of money at risk for just 

small return so how can we make money from this. 

 

How can I make money consistently from the bot my tips for you? 

TRADING PLAN IS NECESSARY 

Trades with limitations you need to know when you will stop the 

bot, don’t just let it run the whole day hoping for overnight 

success. 

USE HIT AND RUN METHOD. 

How it works is I have realised that the bot is 90% accurate so I 

take my risk for a very short of time 

I do not run the bot for over 15 minutes on a small account to 

avoid bad market conditions. 

Even when trading on Big Account I don't run the bot the whole day 

because of bad market conditions. 

I rather risk all the invested amount for 2 minutes then after that 

I stop my bot and withdraw my profit in peace. 

 

INVEST ONLY THE MONEY YOU CAN AFFORD TO LOSE BECAUSE TRADING 

INVOLVES HIGH RISK. 



Do not take your last money and put it in the bot hoping for 

overnight success.  

If you see me risking R100K on the bot it means I know very well 

that even after losing the R100K I will still have something to 

invest even if I loss R100K for 2 times and fund again it means I 

still afford to lose again. 

 

Wish you well with your trading... 

 

Links to See the Bot Live 

 

https://youtu.be/tv8_oXcmPqA 

https://youtu.be/dvQDa-878RY 

https://youtu.be/7I38KEzBAvA 

https://youtu.be/Upg17Ury47M 

 

 

 

“I don’t have to be white in order to make money.” 

~Classic Forex Trader (South Africa) 

“I wish you a mesmerising trading experience, to advice you, try not to put your feelings, but be fit to 

trade, have the profits more dominant than the losses. Never trade because you want to revenge the 

market, but trade because you want to milk the market, because you want to profit from the market.” 

~Master T (South Africa)

https://youtu.be/tv8_oXcmPqA
https://youtu.be/dvQDa-878RY
https://youtu.be/7I38KEzBAvA
https://youtu.be/Upg17Ury47M
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